Kitchen
Fridge
Touch clean (inside and outside)
Outside - clean and wipe: door, top, and sides (if accessible)
Inside - clean and wipe
Oven
Oven scrape and clean (inside and outside)
Oven door wipe (inside and outside)
Stove
Clean stove top
Range hood
Wipe outside
Microwave
Clean (inside and outside)
Dishwasher
Clean outside
Countertops and Backsplash
Clean, wipe and disinfect
Sink and Taps
Scrub / clean and disinfect
Cabinets
Wipe outside of cabinets and other kitchen surfaces
Window (Kitchen)
Wipe sills and frame
Wipe window sills, frame and track
Skirting boards
Wipe
Ventilator Grills
Vacuum and wipe
Light Switches
Wipe
Ceiling
Remove spider web or other visible dust
Floor and edges
Vacuum and/or mop (only hard floors)
Floor rugs
Vacuum
Doors
Wipe
Pictures and other details
Wipe / dust

Rubbish Bin
Empty and clean rubbish bins

Bathrooms
Shower
Clean and disinfect
Shower Tub/s
Clean and disinfect
Shower door/s
Clean water splashes/spots*
Mirrors
Clean
Vanity Unit/s
Touch clean exteriors
Sinks and Taps
Scrub / clean / disinfect
Toilet/s
Clean and disinfect
Towel Bars
Clean and disinfect
Soap / Shower gel marks (where they are kept)
Clean
Ventilator grills
Vacuum and wipe
Floor and edges
Vacuum and/ or damp mop
Window
Wipe / wash (inside and outside)
Bathroom surfaces and details (pictures, etc.)
Wipe
Light switches
Wipe
Skirting boards
Wipe
Ceiling
Dust
Rubbish
Empty rubbish
Clean bin
*It’s not always possible to remove water splashes (the older the harder)

Bedrooms
Floor, edges, and rugs
Vacuum
Mop (hard floors)
Ceiling
Dust
Clean details
Light switches
Wipe
Mirrors
Clean
Ventilator grill
Vacuum and wipe
Windows
Wipe
Skirting boards
Wipe
Pictures and details
Dust and/or wipe
Beds
Make beds
Change bed sheets

Living Area
Floor, edges, and rugs
Vacuum
Mop (hard floors)
Ceiling
Dust
Clean details
Light switches
Wipe
Mirrors
Clean
Ventilator grill
Vacuum and wipe
Windows
Wipe
Skirting boards
Wipe
Pictures and details
Dust and/or wipe
Couches
Dust and/or wipe
Tables and Chairs

Dust and/or wipe

Laundry Room
Laundry room will receive standard cleaning just like any other area in the house.

Electronics
TV, Air Conditioning, Computers and its accessories, Home theatre, etc. will receive careful dusting off

Outside Cleaning
Deck Cleaning
Water blasting
Hard-brush the deck (if needed)
Polish / Paint

Window Cleaning (Outside)
waterwash and wipe
window cleaner wipe ( if needed)
Restoration of wear-offs (if requested)

Roof and Gutter Cleaning
Dry Roof cleaning (using air blower)
Wet Roof cleaning (using water blaster)
hard-brush rusts and moulds
Hand cleaning of Gutters
Water washing the gutters to unclog
Assessment of the health of the gutters and roof, if there are any potential issues

Driveway Cleaning
Brooming or Vacuuming
water blasting

House Washing
water blasting - with a low intesity water blaster
Brush extra dirty patches
Restoration of wear-offs (if requested)

Garden Touch-ups
Lawn Mowing
Edge cutting
Hedge Trimming
Green waste removal / mulching

Please note- any of the contents / steps can be optional or additional.
The decision remains within your discretion.

